Analyses of acoustic wave propagation in a model power transformer are presented in the paper. The acoustic wave is induced by partial discharges that are simulated at predefined coordinates in the core and winding. Propagation of the numerical calculated acoustic wave is analyzed within the transient state. Achieved results indicate that the space and time distributions of the acoustic pressure depend on the induction position. Furthermore, a greater pressure gradient is observed in domains with higher speed of sound while the largest amplitude occurs at the vicinity of the induction position.
Introduction
One of the common reasons for power transformer degradation is presence and activation of partial discharges. Measurements of the acoustic partial discharge (PD) in power transformers are focused on PDs location estimation, e.g. by use of acoustic emission sensors [1, 2] . For this reason it is helpful and necessary that the propagation of the acoustic wave created by the PD is known. Because there are found only a few publications, which consider analysis of acoustic waves in power transformers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , it was recapitulated that the analysis of the acoustic wave propagation in power transformers seems to be lacking; therefore, this was investigated in this work.
Partial discharges are simulated at two different coordinates in the core and in the winding for study the acoustic wave, which propagates through the transformer. A 3D model of a typical 1 MV A oil immersed power transformer has been developed using the Pressure Acoustic mode of the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The acoustic pressure is solved numerically using the finite element method supported by COMSOL within the transient state. Analysis of achieved results has shown that the acoustic pressure amplitude depends on distance between source and observation position.
Mathematical model definition
The acoustic pressure L is measured in decibels [dB] and is given by Eq. (1) [9] : * corresponding author; e-mail: dzmarzly@gmail.com 
where a -the dimensionless impulse wide factor equal to 1 × 10 8 , b -time offset equal to 3 µs, f -the frequency equal to 1 MHz. Figure 1 shows time run of Q (energy of the simulated PD). The geometry of the model power transformer is presented in Fig. 2 . The transformer is modeled as a 2.6 × 1 × 1.5 m 3 box that is filled with transformer oil. Three cores, surrounded by windings, are assumed to be cylindrical objects. Cores and windings are mounted with two bases, at the top and at the bottom respectively, in the central part of the transformer tank. The simulated material properties of transformer elements are summarized in Table. The applied mathematical model does not take into account any fluid dynamics or other than acoustical physical issues; thus: oil flow, heat transfer and electromagnetic field coupling are not considered. Furthermore, the medium is assumed to be lossless so the acoustic wave attenuates neither in the core, windings nor in the oil. The transformer outer walls are specified as "perfectly soft" and satisfy Eq. (4):
where p -the acoustic pressure.
At the interface between the oil, windings and core the continuity boundary is modeled
where n -the outward oriented normal vector, ρ 0 -the fluid/solid density, p -the acoustic pressure; indices 1 and 2 state for the first and the second medium.
The GMRES linear system solver and the geometric multigrid preconditioner have been applied for the transient analysis with 100 time steps each of 100 ns. The relative and absolute step tolerances were set to 10 ms and 1 µs respectively; other settings were set to default. The mesh consisted of 6986 tetrahedral elements resulting with 28837 unknowns. The minimum element quality was 0.2154. The model simulation was run on a Genuine Intel r Core TM Duo T2500, 1.99 GHz, 2 GB RAM computer. COMSOL used 474 byte of memory and needed 1365 seconds (22 min and 45 s) of CPU time for solution of the second order finite element model. The isobars indicate rapid pressure gradient in the first microsecond following the PD start. There are no further significant changes in the pressure space distribution after the first microsecond after the PD. Figures 6 and 7 show the time distribution of the pressure L, dB at the corners of the transformer tank at position x = 1 m. The PD was induced inside the core Figures 8 and 9 show the time distribution of the pressure L, dB at the corners of the transformer tank at position x = 2.6 m. The PD was induced inside the core and in the winding, respectively.
Results and discussion
Regarding Figs. 6 to 9 one can indicate that in the first 1 µs after the PD explosion pressure L distributes quite similar in all cases; after this time (t > 4 µs), curves differ from each other. Maxima of value L are approximately 250 dB higher in the case when the PD was induced in the winding. This may be due to the fact that the pathway was 0.2 m shorter than in the case when the PD was induced in the core and due to different physical properties of transformer elements.
Summary
Acoustic wave propagation inside a power transformer was analyzed in this paper. The acoustic wave was initiated by partial discharges, which were simulated in the core and in the winding inside the oil filled transformer. The wave equation was calculated numerically using the finite element method supplied by the COMSOL Multiphysics application. The transient distribution of the acoustic pressure was analyzed at different Cartesian coordinates at the transformer surface. Achieved results indicate different space and time distributions of the acoustic pressure if the PD induced at diverse places. In general, a greater pressure gradient was observed in domains with higher speed of sound while the amplitude was highest at the vicinity of the induced PD. Future work should include more sophisticated model of the transformer as well as it should consider wave attenuation in the different media (core, windings, bases, oil). Also fluid dynamics and the impact of other physical phenomena are to be considered.
